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Abstract
Generating an argumentative conclusion from
a set of textual premises is a challenging task,
due to a large range of possible conclusions.
In order to provide a conclusion generation
model with guidance towards generating conclusions from a certain perspective, we explore the impact of conditioning the model on
information about the desired framing. We
experiment with conditioning generation via
generic frame classes as well as with so-called
issue-specific frames. Beyond conditioning
the model on a desired frame, we investigate
the impact of strategies to further improve the
generated conclusion by i) an informative label
smoothing method that dynamically smooths
one-hot-encoded reference conclusion vectors
as a regularization mechanism, and ii) a conclusion reranking strategy based on referenceless scores at inference time. We evaluate
the benefits of our methods using metrics for
automatic evaluation complemented with an
extensive manual study. Our results show
that frame-guided conclusion generation is beneficial: it increases the ratio of valid and
novel conclusions by 23%-points compared to
a baseline without frame information. Our
work indicates that i) by injecting frame information, conclusion generation can be directed towards desired aspects and ii) at the
same time it can be manually confirmed to
yield more valid and novel conclusions.

1

Introduction

Argument mining enables systems to automatically retrieve (Wachsmuth et al., 2017a), analyse (Becker et al., 2020), classify (Trautmann
et al., 2020), rank (Wachsmuth et al., 2017b) or
summarize (Bar-Haim et al., 2020) arguments on a
controversial topic. In line with growing amounts
of user-generated argumentative content, this field
is intensely researched and bears the potential to
support humans in deliberation (Fromm et al.,
2019).

Figure 1: Example argument. All three conclusions are
appropriate, but are framed in different ways.

An argument can be conceptualized as a pair
of premise(s) and a conclusion. At the core of
an argument lies the inferential link between the
premises (evidences) and the conclusion. Current
systems capture this inferential link only to a limited extent, e.g. by predicting whether a premise
supports or attacks a given claim (Cocarascu et al.,
2020). While approaches such as Paul et al. (2020)
establish chains of background knowledge that
characterize the link between premises and conclusions, such methods are limited to analyzing
existing arguments. To better understand whether
computational systems are able to draw inferences
from premises towards conclusions, in this work
we study the problem of automatic conclusion
generation. Being able to automatically generate
conclusions bears great potential: not only could
we retrieve arguments and make their unstated
conclusions explicit – such a method would also
allow us to generate novel arguments in a debate,
thereby supporting deliberation – by raising novel
conclusions from different perspectives.
Yet, the process that infers a conclusion from a
set of premises is underspecified, since different
conclusions may be drawn from a set of premises,
depending on different viewpoints. An example is
illustrated in Figure 1. It shows the importance of
being able to reflect on a topic under discussion
from various perspectives (de Vreese, 2005).

Two approaches have been used to describe the
different perspectives or ”framings” of a discussion. Several authors (Neuman et al., 1992; Boydstun et al., 2014) have proposed to work with a
fixed set of manually defined frames, so-called
generic frames. Others, adopting a more open approach (de Vreese, 2005), have proposed to rely
on a vocabulary of issue-specific frames that vary
from debate to debate, are more fine-grained, and
can be provided by users to cluster their arguments
in a certain debate (Ajjour et al., 2019). Building
on these two notions of framing, we investigate
which type of frame information is most effective
to guide a conclusion generation model.
Previous work has attempted to reconstruct a
missing conclusion by identifying the ”main target” in the premises (Alshomary et al., 2020).
Other work has made use of pretrained sequenceto-sequence transformer language models finetuned on argumentative datasets (Syed et al., 2021;
Opitz et al., 2021; Gurcke et al., 2021). However,
the question of how to tailor a generated conclusion to a particular frame has not been systematically explored, a gap that we address with this paper. Our contributions are the following1 :
i) We present a framework and method based
on autoregressive transformer-based decoding to study how the generation of (textual)
conclusions can be controlled by integrating
information about the desired frame as input.
We explore different frame granularities separately and in combination: generic frames as
defined by Boydstun et al. (2014) and issuespecific frame labels.
ii) We present results on the issue-specific
frames dataset by Ajjour et al. (2019), showing improvements resulting from conditioning on a desired frame, through i) automatic
evaluation, as well as ii) a study relying on
human annotators rating validity, novelty and
frame relatedness of the conclusion.
iii) We investigate additional strategies to guide
the conclusion generation model towards selecting an appropriate conclusion, using a
label-smoothing method applied at training
time, and two strategies (frame-sensitive decoding and conclusion reranking) applied at
inference time. These additional methods
yield further improvements, while highlight1
Our
code
is
available
on
GitHub:
phhei/ConclusionGenerationWithFrame

ing an interesting trade-off between validity
and novelty of the generated conclusions.

2

Related work

While massive amounts of user-generated arguments are available in various debate portals or
writing platforms, these arguments are often incomplete, missing an explicitly stated conclusion or lacking essential premises. Such omissions are frequent and often due to rhetorical reasons (Rajendran et al., 2016; Becker et al., 2021).
However, arguments lacking an explicit conclusion create challenges for downstream processing
tasks (Opitz et al., 2021; Alshomary et al., 2020;
Gurcke et al., 2021). Thus, prior work has investigated approaches to make conclusions explicit.
First approaches in this direction attempt to extract missing parts by copying from similar or related arguments, or by applying common, handcrafted argument patterns (Rajendran et al., 2016;
Reisert et al., 2018). Yet, these approaches are
limited due to the variety of human argumentation
and do not generalize well to novel topics.
More recent works leverage sequence-to-sequence transformer language models: Syed et al.
(2021) is the first approach known to us that relied on transformer models to generate conclusions given premises. They relied on a pretrained
BART model showing that it is able to create
premise-related text. However, their manual study
shows that 14-36% of the generated conclusions
are valid, e.g. by rephrasing the premise, but only
4-6% are informative. Opitz et al. (2021) also
show that state-of-the-art fine-tuned transformer
language models processing plain premises tend
to generate conclusions lacking in novelty or validity, and proposed ways to assess their novelty
and validity using AMR-based similarity metrics.
Finally, Gurcke et al. (2021) explored whether the
sufficiency of conclusions can be assessed with
BART, and find problems with insufficient reference conclusions – with ensuing challenges in
generating and evaluating valid and novel conclusions.
Prior work also investigated whether the quality
of generated conclusions can be improved by conditioning a language model exclusively on topic
and frame. Schiller et al. (2021) show that claims
generated by such a conditional transformer language model are in general of high quality.
However, none of the approaches mentioned so
far has attempted to directly control the framing of

a conclusion by conditioning the model via a given
premise and the desired frame, a gap we close in
this paper. We investigate different ways of encoding the frame and experimentally investigate the
impact of these guides using automatic and human
evaluations.

3

Datasets

To study the impact of controlling conclusion generation by conditioning on the desired frame, we
rely on two datasets. One is the Media-Frames
dataset, which relies on an inventory of 15 generic
frames originally proposed by Boydstun et al.
(2014). The second dataset, produced by Ajjour
et al. (2019), does not rely on a fixed set of frames,
but on user-provided frames – so-called issue-specific frames. Details of both datasets are given below.
3.1

Media-Frames dataset

The Media-Frames dataset by Card et al. (2015)
consists of 17,826 newspaper articles on three
policy issues (immigration, smoking and samesex marriage) annotated with the generic Media
Frames defined by Boydstun et al. (2014). The
set of Media Frames contains 15 different frame
classes: i) Economic, ii) Capacity and resources,
iii) Morality, iv) Fairness and equality, v) Legality, constitutionality and jurisprudence, vi) Policy
prescription and evaluation, vii) Crime and punishment, viii) Security and defense, ix) Health
and safety, x) Quality of life, xi) Cultural identity, xii) Public opinion, xiii) Political, xiv) External regulation and reputation, as well as xv) Other.
The annotation of frame information was performed in several rounds by selecting text spans
and assigning them to one of the 15 frame classes,
which yielded an inter-annotator-agreement between 0.29 and 0.6 according to Krippendorff’s α.
To increase the reliability of the data, we rely on
only those instances for which at least two annotators agree on the corresponding frame. The resulting subset contains 21,206 samples.
3.2

Argument dataset with issue-specific
frames

Ajjour et al. (2019)’s dataset contains 12,326 arguments that were annotated with user-generated
issue-specific frame labels – tags that can serve to
cluster arguments in a debate to better overview
the controversial aspects. The data is crawled from

Figure 2: Overview of contributions: Frame-sensitive
conclusion generation by frame-sensitive decoding, informative label smoothing and conclusion reranking.

Debatepedia2 and consists of 365 different topics. In total, the label set comprises 1,623 different
frames labels. Out of these, only 330 occur in two
or more topics, which indicates that there is a substantial long tail of labels that occur only a few
times.

4

Methods

We rely on a sequence-to-sequence encoder/decoder architecture that encodes the topic and the
premise, and autoregressively decodes the conclusion. We examine whether and how the generation
can be conditioned by enriching the input with information about the desired frame. We investigate
i) the explicit encoding of frames as part of the
input (4.1) and ii) injection of prior generic frame
knowledge by adjusting the output of the language
model (4.2). Moreover, we also propose more
fine-grained methods: iii) an informative label
smoothing training technique and iv) a conclusion
reranking approach (4.3). The label smoothing approach attempts to push the model to generating
a conclusion that is specific for the given desired
frame, while the conclusion reranking method reranks potential conclusion candidates using shallow and argumentation-inspired metrics.
4.1

Explicit encoding of frames

To condition conclusion generation on a frame,
we encode the frames (issue-specific and generic
frames) as part of the input, as pictured in Figure
3. The input to the transformer model uses additional separators and looks as follows:
summarize
[T] topic [/T]
[Fis] issue-specific frame [/Fis]
[Fgm] generic frame (argument) [/Fgm]
[Fgi] generic frame (conclusion) [/Fgi]:
2
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premise.
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Figure 3: Different input parts for the conclusiongenerating language model showing an abbreviated
sample of the dataset of Ajjour et al. (2019)

Hereby, topic is the debate title as contained in
the dataset of Ajjour et al. (2019). The issue-specific frame (specF) is the frame label as described
by users for each argument in this dataset. For
determining the generic frame (argument) (genFArg), we map each generic frame class label and
the issue-specific frame into a low-dimensional
semantic vector space by semantically aggregating the word-vectors as proposed by Heinisch and
Cimiano (2021). We select the generic frame label that is closest in this vector space to the given
issue-specific frame. Finally, we propose a second approach to inferring a generic frame denoted
by generic frame (conclusion) (genFConcl) by using a transformer model trained on the MediaFrames dataset (Appendix A.1) that predicts the
corresponding frame for the conclusion.

4.2

Frame-sensitive decoding

Our goal is to increase the likelihood that a generated conclusion is frame-specific. For this, we
increase the probability that, at decoding time, the
model outputs tokens that are associated with the
given frame. To achieve this, we follow a finding of Naderi and Hirst (2017) who measured a
correlation between particular uni- and bigrams
and certain generic frames in the Media-Frames
dataset. For example the $-sign often occurs in
an economically framed text. We can use this frequencies to inject frame-specific prior knowledge
by adjusting the output logits o of the transformer.
With this modification we can directly influence
the sequence-to-sequence decoding, as shown in
equation (1),

where v is a vocabulary element, h(o) a parametrizable function that maps the logit values to a
range of [0, 1], and tfDf (v) the term frequency of
v in documents framed with the generic frame f .
Specifically, we set the new output logit o′v for v to
half of the model’s logit output, and add this logit’s
value scaled by its normalized frame-frequency in
combination with the overall predicted logits. In
this way, a higher frequency of a given word v in
frame f results in a higher added value. As a result, we expect the model to prefer generating tokens that are likely to occur in the desired frame
f , while dispreferring tokens that are unlikely to
occur in texts framed with f .
4.3

Additional strategies to boost
frame-sensitive conclusion generation

As a further option to conditioning the autoregressive generator to an explicitly encoded frame
in the input and including frame-relevant word
knowledge, we now analyse the impact of two
strategies that aim to move the generated conclusion closer to the reference conclusions. Specifically, we apply an informative label smoothing
technique and a conclusion reranking strategy.
Informative label smoothing During finetuning the language model for conclusion
generation, we apply a regularization technique
proposed by Szegedy et al. (2016) that modifies
the computation of the cross-entropy loss by
smoothing each one-hot-encoded conclusion token vector ⃗y , transforming it into an token vector
y⃗′ that distributes part of the probability mass to
the whole vocabulary. Given a smoothing strength
parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] and the token sequence of
the reference conclusion c = {w1 , · · · , wn }, the
one-hot-encoded vector y⃗wi for each token wi is
transformed as follows:


λ
λ
λ
′
⃗
ywi =
,··· ,1 − λ + ,··· ,
(2)
V
V
V
While λ is fixed for all tokens wi in the approach of Szegedy et al. (2016), we propose an ex-

tension that uses on a token-specific λ′ that multiplies λ by two token-specific factors. The first factor (controllable by δ ∈ [0, 1]) scales λ proportionally to the term frequency tf (wi ). Thus, the more
frequent the token wi is, the higher λ′ and thus
the more is the output reference vector spread and
further away from a one-hot encoded vector. The
second factor (controllable by ψ ∈ [0, 1]) scales λ
inverse proportionally to the frame-specific term
frequency tfDf (w) with which the token occurs
in frame f . Thus, the more frequent the token wi
in the frame f , the lower the value of λ′ and thus
the more is the distribution centered on token wi 3 .
Overall, we adjust the smoothing strength for each
wi as follows:
λ′
(wi ) = λ 

log(tf (wi )+1)
2δ max
log(tf (v)+1)

∗ 1−δ+

 v∈V

∗ 1 − ψ + 2ψ 1 −



tfDF (wi )
maxtfDF (v)

(3)


v∈V

Conclusion reranking: selecting the most appropriate conclusion We explore a conclusion
reranking strategy inspired by Hua and Wang
(2020), to choose a proper conclusion among different beam search traces. Given a set of conclusion candidates C = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cn } and a set
of automatically calculated reference-less scores
S(c) = {s1 (c), · · · , sm (c)} for each candidate
c, we select the conclusion c′ that maximizes a
weighted linear combination of the reference-less
scores as indicated in the following equation:
P
c′ = arg max m
i=1 ωi si (c)
c∈C

with ω = (ω1 , · · · , ωm )
as a fixed pretrained scalar vector.

(4)

We formalize the problem of optimizing the ωvector as a linear optimization problem 4 in an additional Ω-optimization split, determining the ωvector by the following equation that minimizes
the gap between the reference-less metric scores
S and r metric scores S̃ using the reference:
qmin (Ω) =

m
r
X X
X
s˜h (ch )
|
ωi si (ci ) −
| (5)
r
c∈Ω i=1

3

h=1

To avoid too small text corpora of a particular frame, the
second factor requires generic frame information in the input,
otherwise the second factor is disabled
4
We also tried more complex learning models, for example SVMs. However, more complex models did not outperform the linear regression on average, while increasingly
lacking in interpretability.

Examples of metrics which do not consider the
reference are listed in A.2.

5

Experiments and Evaluation

In our experiments we investigate the impact of
conditioning the generation of an argumentative
conclusion, given a topic and premise, on different frame labels provided as part of the input,
in addition to our semantic- and frame-sensitive
model adjustments. We explore the influence of
different types of frame information – the original
issue-specific frame labels and the derived generic
frame classes – combined with our model variants.
We perform automatic evaluation of the generated
conclusions, relying on similarity to the reference
conclusion as evaluation measure. We also carry
out a comprehensive manual evaluation in which
annotators rated the validity and novelty of generated conclusions, as well as their closeness to the
desired frame.
5.1

Experimental Setup

We follow previous work by Opitz et al. (2021)
and rely on T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) (large version)
as transformer language model, as implemented in
the huggingface library (Wolf et al., 2020).
We use the argument dataset by Ajjour et al.
(2019) (Section 3.2), which we divide into splits of
80%, 10%, 5% and 5% of the samples for training,
development, Ω-optimization split for conclusion
reranking and test, respectively, without overlapping topics.
We test different frame configurations, including subsets of our three frame specifications. The
abbreviation specF+genFArg, e.g., symbolizes a
fine-tuned model that receives the issue-specific
and generic frame (argument) as frame information for each sample.
Training: We train between 2 and 12 epochs,
where we stop the training process after the validation loss increases in two consecutive epochs.
We use an initial learning rate of 2e-4 and decrease it during the training in a step-wise fashion with a factor of 0.975 every 32 steps including a minor weight decay of 1e-7. For our framesensitive decoding strategy that uses the MediaFrames dataset as prior knowledge base, we set the
function h in Equation 1 to the softmax function.
For our informative label smoothing we experimented with different parameters and got strong
results with a general label smoothing factor of

λ = 0.1, a dynamic smoothing factor of δ = 0.4,
and a generic frame smoothing factor of ψ = 0.5
(Equation 3). The frame-sensitive decoding and
the frame-sensitive component of the informative
label-smoothing considers the generic frame (preferred from argument) part in the input. If no
generic frame information is given in the input,
these two frame-sensitive adjustments are deactivated.
Inference: We apply nucleus sampling as proposed by Holtzman et al. (2020) (considering tokens covering 92.5% probability, but max. 50 different tokens, by five beams or twelve in case
of conclusion reranking). The temperature is set
to 0.75 or 1.1 in the case of conclusion reranking to increase the word diversity. For conclusion reranking, we developed and considered a variety of reference-less scores. We consider shallow surface cues of the conclusion candidate, such
as the length (also in ratio to the premise length),
the ratio of stop words, the existence of conclusive
trigger words such as ”should” for normative conclusions, and also non-shallow metrics. To measure the grammaticality of the generated conclusion, we use the GRUEN-score (Zhu and Bhat,
2020). Furthermore, we check deep argumentative characteristics, for example the argumentative
relation between the premise and the conclusion,
the BERTscore between premise and conclusion
candidate, to avoid copies or completely unrelated
conclusions, as well as whether the generated conclusion candidate matches the desired frame, if
available. We list and further describe all used
reference-less metrics in the Appendix A.2. We
test two different variants of conclusion reranking. The first optimizes the aggregation of the
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-L, as well BERTscore, and
thus the similarity to the reference conclusion on
the Ω-optimization split, called frame-insensitive
conclusion reranking. The second frame-sensitive
variant in addition optimizes the automatic framerelatedness scores of the selected conclusions on
the Ω-optimization split.
Evaluation: We rely on a mixture of automated
scores, such as the token-based ROUGE-score and
the BERTscore5 (Zhang et al., 2020) measuring
the semantic similarity between generated and reference conclusions.
5
rescaled f1 , using the 18th layer of microsoft/
deberta-large-mnli without an idf-weighting

Evaluating the generated conclusions with respect to their references using automatic metrics might, however, penalize valid conclusions
that differ substantially from the reference. We
therefore also perform manual evaluation with human annotators on 30 randomly selected arguments from the test-split6 . The annotators were
paid for their work and are not authors of the paper. Each reference conclusion, random and generated conclusion is annotated three times by the
same three annotators in three consecutive rounds
with respect to the following dimensions: (1) Validity: Is the conclusion justified based on the
premise?, (2) Novelty: Does the conclusion contain premise-related novel content that is not part
of the premise?, and (3-4) issue-specific frame /
generic frame (argument): Is the conclusion directed towards the given frame? To avoid different
scale interpretations, we allow only the answers
{yes, no, can’t decide}. In an additional pairwise setting, presenting two conclusions, we ask
whether one (and if so, which) conclusion is better in view of the rated aspect. We hide the source
of the presented conclusions (reference, random or
the generating model configuration) to avoid bias.
Further details on the manual study are given in
Appendix A.3.
5.2

Results

Impact of conditioning conclusion generation
on provided frame information Table 1 shows
the results of the automatic evaluation of the generated conclusions compared to their reference
conclusions, for different variants of frame information provided as part of the input. We report
results for three evaluation measures: ROUGE1, ROUGE-L, and BERTscore (F1-score). As
baseline, we rely on a model version that only
relies on premise and topic as input, but does
not include any frame information (no frame).
We can observe that adding information about
the frame in the three specifications specF, genFArg, genFConcl has a positive impact on the
generated conclusions, increasing results between
1.1 and 4.5 points for ROUGE-1, between 1.1
and 3.9 points for ROUGE-L, and between
1.0 and 4.4 points for BERTscore. The single frame specification with the most signifi6
The frame distribution of the test set is similar to the
frame distribution of the selected samples, having most
“other“ (40%) and “economic“ (17%) generic frames (argument).

Configuration
no frame
specF
genFArg
genFConcl
genFArg+genFConcl
specF+genFArg
specF+genFConcl
all 3 frames

Rouge1
29.1
+2.1
+1.6
+2.5
+1.1
+1.3
+1.9
+4.5

RougeL
26.4
+1.8
+1.2
+1.9
+1.1
+1.1
+1.5
+3.9

F1-BERTs.
29.4
+2.2
+1.9
+1.5
+1.1
+1.0
+2.0
+4.4

Table 1: Automatic scores for various frame configurations (issue-specific frame, generic frame from
argument, generic frame from conclusion) without informative label smoothing and conclusion reranking
Configuration
Val
random
0
no frame
50
specF
67
genFArg
73
genFConcl
67
specF+genFArg
40
specF+genFConcl 60
all 3 frames
70
reference
73

Nov
7
50
37
37
50
63
47
40
73

Both
0
17
10
10
13
7
20
10
47

spec-f
10
67
90
87
77
80
77
83
83

gen-f
33
78
89
83
78
72
78
83
83

Table 2: Manual evaluation study: ratio of conclusions
fulfilling the criteria of Validity, Novelty, both validity
and novelty, and relatedness to the target issue-specific
frame and the generic frame (argument), based on the
majority votes for various frame configurations (issuespecific frame, generic frame from argument, generic
frame from conclusion), random and human-written
reference conclusions, in %.

cant impact is the generic frame (conclusion)
(genFConcl) for ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L and
the issue-specific frame (specF) for BERTscore.
Considering combinations of two frame specifications (genFArg+genFConcl, specF+genFArg,
genFConcl+specF) yields worse results in all
cases, compared to using a single source of information. However, using all three frame specifications yields the best result, with improvements of
4.5, 3.9, and 4.4 points for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-L,
and BERTscore, respectively.
Table 2 shows the results of the manual evaluation, where three human raters decided whether
the generated conclusion is i) valid, ii) novel, iii)
directed towards the issue-specific frame and iv)
directed towards the generic frame (argument).
The table shows the percentage of conclusions for
which the majority of annotators agree that the
conclusion is valid/novel/directed towards the desired frame. Manual assessment of a random conclusion (sampled from all generated and reference
conclusions) and of the reference conclusion pro-

vide a lower and upper bound for our approach.
The results of the manual evaluation corroborate
that each single frame configuration has a positive
impact on validity between +17% to +23% points
– at the expense of no improvement or even decrease in novelty. Providing frame information as
input also yields an increase in frame-relatedness
(up to +23% points). For combinations of two or
more frame specifications we see a mixed pattern:
a decrease in validity (−10% points) and increase
in novelty (+13% points) for specF+genFArg and
the reverse pattern for specF+genFConcl and
specF+genFArg+genFConcl (+10%/+20% points
regarding validity and −3%/−10% points regarding novelty). However, we observe that in view
of generating both valid and novel conclusions,
all configurations except for specF+genFConcl
(+18%) perform below the unframed baseline.
At the same time, all configurations clearly improve upon the baseline in generating a conclusion that fits the desired issue-specific frame (see
Table 2), with improvements ranging from +10%
(specF+genFConcl) to +23% (specF) points. Regarding the frame relatedness to the generic frame,
we see clear improvements over the baseline for
3 out of 6 configurations, ranging from +5%
(genFArg, specF+genFArg+genFConcl) to +11%
(specF) points.
Below, we investigate the impact of further
strategies on the four configurations that were
rated as best with respect to a single dimension: specF (for specF + genFArg), genFArg
(for validity), specF+genFArg (for novelty), and
specF+genFConcl (for both validity and novelty).
Impact of strategies to boost frame-sensitive
conclusion generation To measure the impact
of our strategies for boosting frame-sensitive conclusion generation, the annotators were asked to
rate the validity and novelty of the conclusions in
a pairwise setting with and without activated label
smoothing and/or conclusion reranking, and had
to rate whether they found an increase, tie or decrease of novelty and/or validity.7 Table 3 shows
the results of this further manual evaluation, where
next to Val, Nov and Both we show the absolute
improvements in automatic BERTscore for each
strategy.
7
Our annotators evaluated up to 60 samples for conclusion reranking: the 30 arguments from the first annotation
rounds + 30 new arguments for input variants: no frame,
specF+genFArg, specF+genFConcl.

+ inf. label smoothing
Configuration
no frame
specF
genFArg
specF+genFArg
specF+genFConcl

BERT
+4
+7
+2
+2
+8

Val
+13
-13
-33
+3
+30

Nov
+23
+23
+23
-27
+13

Both
+10
+7
0
0
+13

+ conclusion reranking
frame-insensitive
frame-sensitive
BERT Val Nov Both BERT Val Nov Both
+13
+10
-13
-5
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
+8
+27
-17
+3
+7
+9
-13
0
+8
+27
-10
0
+7
+20
-10
+3
+10
+20
-20
-3
+8
+17
-7
0
+11
+8
-17
-2
+8
+13
-12
-3

Table 3: Evaluation of additional strategies for boosting frame-sensitive conclusion generation automatically (F1BERTscore) and manually (majority votes per conclusion in Validity, Novelty, Both) for various frame configurations (issue-specific frame, generic frame from argument, generic frame from conclusion). The deltas measure
the difference to the next lower model complexity (w/o any additional strategy/ only informative label smoothing)
in %.

Informative label smoothing has a positive impact w.r.t. to the BERTscore (+2% to +8%)). With
respect to validity, it improves results in 3 out of
5 configurations, while with respect to novelty, it
improves results in 4 out of 5 configurations in the
range of +13% to +23%. We thus see a clear positive impact on novelty.
Conclusion reranking improves the BERTscore in all configurations, both in the frameinsensitive (+8% to +13%) and the frame-sensitive
variant (+7% to +8%). Both variants have a positive impact on validity, improving results between +8 and +27% (frame-insensitive variant)
and between +9 and +20% (frame-sensitive variant). However, both variants do not consistently
improve the number of conclusions that are regarded as both valid and novel across configurations, with differences ranging from -5% to +3%.
5.3

Discussion

Regarding the impact of conditioning conclusion
generation by providing information about the desired frame, our results of both automatic and
manual evaluations are generally positive. We
see a clear improvement in the framing and the
similarity of the generated conclusions to their
reference conclusions. The results of our manual evaluation clearly point to a trade-off between
generating a valid vs. novel conclusion, showing that it is very challenging to generate conclusions that fulfill both criteria (novelty and validity). For example, providing information targeting an issue-specific frame (specF) increases
validity by 17% points while decreasing novelty
by 13% points at the same time. There are
other configurations, however, that resolve this
trade-off better. The combination of issue-specific
as well as conclusion-retrieved generic frames

(specF+genFConcl) yields the best results in generating a conclusion that is both valid and novel
(20%), outperforming the no frame baseline by
3% points. This configuration leverages information from the two different types of frames, providing the model information at different and thus
complementary levels of granularity as proposed
by Heinisch and Cimiano (2021).
Overall, the best configuration in terms of validity, judging from our manual majority votes, is the
version that relies on issue-specific frame information as input in combination with informative label
smoothing and frame-sensitive conclusion reranking (87%). Regarding novelty, the best configuration combines the issue-specific and generic frame
(argument) with informative label smoothing but
without conclusion reranking (67%). The configuration that excels in generating both novel and
valid conclusions is the one that enriches the input
with the issue-specific frame as well as the generic
frame (conclusion), again using only informative
label smoothing (40%).
In general, assessment by way of BERTscores
does not correlate well with manual assessment
of validity and novelty. While BERTscores improve in all cases when applying informative label smoothing and especially conclusion reranking (up to 37.6), the manual evaluation of validity
and novelty in those configurations is quite mixed.
Many configurations improve validity at the cost
of novelty and the other way round. In general, informative label smoothing has a positive impact on
novelty. It seems that preferring conclusions that
include tokens that frequently occur with the desired frame is driving the model to leave its comfort zone and take risks in generating conclusions
with novel elements with the downside that some
of these conclusions seem not to be perceived as
valid. In contrast, conclusion reranking, which

Wave power – premise:
Wave power has the potential to provide 5-10%
of US energy supply, according to the New York
Times. (issue-specific frame: energy / generic frame
(argument): Capacity and resources)
reference Wave power can contribute a significant
amount of energy
no frame Wave power can significantly increase energy
supply
+smooth
Wave power has the potential to replace coal
genFArg
Wave energy has the potential to power the US
specF+
Wave power is a major source of clean energy
genFArg
+smooth
Wave power can supply a significant amount
of energy
+concl.
Wave power can provide 10% of US energy
rerank
supply

Table 4: Case study showing the effects of different
configurations, including informative label smoothing
and frame-insensitive conclusion reranking

learned to optimize primary the BERTscore between premise and conclusion candidate, restricts
novel content by selecting premise-similar content, ensuring validity at the expense of novelty.
Case study Table 4 shows clear differences in
wording between the conclusions generated using
different configurations for a hand-selected example. The conclusion generated without frame information mentions ’a significant increase of energy supply’ vs. ’significant amount of energy’
(reference conclusion). When informative label
smoothing is active, the conclusion mentions the
‘potential to replace coal’, bringing in a novel
element not mentioned in the premise. Adding
the generic frame (Capacity and resources) interestingly leads to emphasizing the ’potential to
power the US’. Adding information about the
issue-specific frame (energy) changes this back to
talking about wave energy as a ’major source of
clean energy’. Conclusion reranking picks up specific elements of the premise e.g. (’10 % of US energy supply’), but lacks novel elements compared
to the given premise. The case study clearly shows
that we can control conclusion generation in ways
intended by our methods. However, it also shows
that the observed impacts are subtle.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have studied the question of
how to condition the generation of argumentative
conclusions from premises using a transformerbased fine-tuning approach based on pre-trained
language models. We have shown the positive im-

pact of different strategies to bring the generated
conclusions closer to the desired frame during inference while showing that proposing conclusions
that are perceived as both valid and novel by humans is challenging, especially since these two
dimensions seem to stand in a trade-off that renders their joint optimization difficult. Our results
clearly show that the proposed strategies have the
potential of improving either novelty or validity.
In future work we aim to investigate the factors
that contribute to validity and novelty in more detail. Especially we aim to understand how to control the trade-off between validity and novelty better to maximize the likelihood of generating conclusions that fulfill both criteria.
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A
A.1

Appendix
Transformer-based generic frame
classification model

To induce a generic frame classifier, similar to
Heinisch and Cimiano (2021) we fine-tuned a
RO BERTA-base (Zhuang et al., 2021) language
model on the training section of the Media-Frames
dataset (Card et al., 2015) (Section 3.1). We only
considered text spans annotated by at least two annotators agreeing on the same frame. We encode
the annotated text spans with RO BERTA-base and
use the [CLS] head to predict a probability distribution over the 15 frame classes. The trained
model obtained an accuracy of 58% on our heldout test split from the Media-Frames dataset.
A.2

Reference-less scores for our conclusion
reranking approach

Below we describe a selection of different
reference-less scores, which we use to help the
conclusion reranker select an appropriate conclusion among several conclusion candidates. A
first group of scores rate the conclusion candidate
stand-alone, others measure the relation between
premise and conclusion candidate, and some rely
on the given frame information to rate the quality
of a conclusion.

Conclusion-candidate-based scores To rate the
quality of a conclusion candidate stand-alone, we
measure its absolute token length as well as the
number of non-stopword-tokens it contains and
the ratio of non-stopwords-tokens to stopwordtokens. Further, we check for patterns that are typical for conclusions, such as is, better than, should,
therefore.
Premise-&-conclusion-candidate-based scores
Another way to rate the quality of a conclusion
candidate is to characterize its relation to the premise. Here we take into account the relative
conclusion candidate token length compared to
the premise token length. Further, we measure
coherence and grammaticality with the GRUENscore (Zhu and Bhat, 2020) by concatenating the
premise with the conclusion candidate. We also
measure the similarity of the conclusion candidate
and the premise using BERTscore8 (Zhang et al.,
2020), using the outputted precision, recall, and
the F1-score.
Finally, we aim to assess the argumentative relation of the conclusion candidate and the premise,
by building a model that classifies this relation into
attack, no relation or support. To this end, we
fine-tuned a D E BERTA-base language model (He
et al., 2021) for natural language inference (NLI)
classification. We build SEP-structured inputs
consisting of topic, premise and conclusion candidates, using the argument dataset by Ajjour et al.
(2019) with the same train and validation split
as used in our presented evaluation (Section 5).
From this argument dataset we obtain positive
samples (entailment/ support class) by concatenating premises with their reference conclusion. To
generate samples with the neutral target class ”no
relation”, we provide premises with conclusions
sampled from other dataset topics. To provide
negative samples (contradiction / attack), we join
each premise with a sampled conclusion from the
same topic fulfilling the same issue-specific frame
but having the opposite stance towards the topic.
This information is provided by the dataset. In this
way, we generated a balanced dataset from Ajjour
et al. (2019)’s dataset. The model trained on this
data reaches an accuracy of 86% on the test split
(including the Ω-optimization split). Using this
fine-tuned language model, we tag each conclusion candidate with the predicted entailment class
8
using
the
18th
layer
of
microsoft/
deberta-xlarge without an idf-weighting

probability and a score P (Entailment) · (1 −
P (Contradiction)2 ) to measure the risk of having a conclusion candidate which is attacked by its
premise and therefore, not a valid conclusion.
Frame-sensitive scores If the input provides the
issue-specific frame, we score the probability of
the conclusion candidate belonging to this frame
using a RO BERTA-base (Zhuang et al., 2021)
language model with [CLS] conclusion
candidate [SEP] issue-specific
frame label [SEP] as input. The predicted
value between 0 (not frame-related) and 1 (framerelated) is considered for the conclusion candidate
selection. For fine-tuning such a model, we use
the same train and development splits from the
argument dataset of Ajjour et al. (2019) as above.
We model the task as a regression task, assigning
1 for the edge case of a true issue-specific frame
label and 0 for the edge case of a completely
unrelated issue-specific frame label. For each
positive sample that combines a conclusion
with its ground truth frame label ref F , we
generate a negative sample by combining the
conclusion with a frame label having the largest
Word-Movers-Distance W M D (Kusner et al.,
2015) negRef F f to the reference frame label.
To have a more fine-grained regression objective,
we create additionally mixed samples by randomly sampling a frame label randF , having a
D(ref F,randF )
ground-truth-score of 1 − WWMMD(ref
F,negRef F ) .
The resulting mean absolute error is 0.11 on the
test split (including the Ω-optimization split).
In cases where the input contains generic
Media-Frames information, we take into account
the probability of matching that frame, using again
a fine-tuned RO BERTA-model. We use the mode
described in A.1.
A.3

Further insights into the manual study

We performed an extensive manual annotation
study to assess the quality of the generated conclusions for the various settings.
A.3.1

dently from the other.
Each sample was annotated three times. We
split our annotation study into three rounds. The
first round aims to find the best input frame configuration. In the second round, we explore the informative label smoothing. The third round rates conclusions generated using the conclusion reranking
technique. The same 30 samples from the test split
were used for all rounds, and all were evaluated by
the same three annotators. In addition, the third
round included a second bulk of 30 arguments to
increase the statistic relevance. We invited two
additional annotators to annotate the second bulk
(keeping 1 of the previous annotators). Hence, five
annotators participated in the annotation study in
total.
The Fleiss-kappa-inter-annotator-agreements
for the absolute judgments (yes/no) are 0.53 for
validity, 0.22 for novelty and 0.4 for framingrelatedness. Among the absolute judgments, 6%,
4%, and 4% were undecided (”I don’t know”)
for validity, novelty, and framing-relatedness,
respectively. The moderate agreement for validity
is relatively high for such an argumentative task.
However, in general, the agreement on similar
tasks has been shown to be quite low because of
subjectivity (Gurcke et al., 2021). One source
of this subjectivity is in the decision of where to
draw the line between two categories (e.g., novel
vs. not-novel).
The Fleiss-kappa-inter-annotator-agreements
for the pairwise setting (Conclusion 1 is better/
equal/ Conclusion 2 is better) are 0.48 for validity,
0.36 for novelty and 0.41 for framing-relatedness.
A.3.2 Annotation interface
To give further insight about the annotation task
and provided instructions, Figure 4 shows a
screenshot of the annotation interface in the pairwise setting, using a dummy sample. The different
formatting styles (colors, borders and font style) of
the conclusion boxes result from the selected rating. These interactive styles support the annotators
by visualize their rating.

Annotators and agreement

Our aim was to collect high-quality annotations.
To this end, we accepted only paid students with
higher education entrance qualification working
on research projects related to argument mining.
After qualifying questions related to the annotation study, including a positive and negative annotation example, each student annotated indepen-

A.4

Analysing the gap between higher
BERTscores and lower manual ratings

To provide a better understanding of the discrepancy between BERTscores and manual ratings especially in the case of activated conclusion
reranking (in combination with informative label
smoothing), we list a few samples in 5.

Figure 4: A screenshot of the used annotation tool

Topic+issue-specific frame+Premise 7→ reference conclusion
Withdrawing from Iraq political progress Although the
constitution and formation of a legitimate government are
major achievements, there is still much work to do. Sunni
Arabs have to be convinced that the new settlement is in their
interests and be drawn into government. This requires that
they, and others, are convinced that the Iraqi government
will stand the test of time, which requires the support of the
US both politically and militarily 7→ Political progress has
been made but must be continued with coalition support.

w/o conclusion
reranking
Sunni
Arabs
have to be
convinced
that
the
Iraqi government is
legitimate

Withdrawing from Iraq soldiers It is odd to argue that a
rapid withdraw would be risky to the lives of troops. Keeping them in Iraq is obviously risky, and particularly if it is
extended over many years. 7→ Keeping troops in Iraq is obviously more dangerous than a rapid withdrawal.

Withdrawing
from Iraq
would not
risk
the
lives
of
troops

Withdrawing from Iraq iraqi will Sheikh Mahmood
Ejemi, head of the Ejmani tribe in Hiyt, believes the improved security could quickly unravel without sufficient US
support. - ””I advise the Americans to withdraw only when
Iraqis can secure and achieve security and have a strong and
capable military force to protect the borders and the populace. We need to have a national government that protects
Iraqis, not works to isolate and kill them, like it is doing
now. We need US support in fighting sectarian militias and
al-Qaeda” 7→ Many Iraqis support the continued presence of
US forces
Vegetarianism health Almost all dangerous types of foodpoisoning (e.g. E-coli, salmonella) are passed on through
meat or eggs. Close contact between humans and animals
also leads to zoonosis – diseases such as bird ‘flu which can
be passed on from animals to humans. Hunters eating apes
and monkeys is thought to have brought HIV/AIDS to humans. And using animal brains in the processed feed for
livestock led to BSE in cattle and to CJD in humans who ate
beef” 7→ Meat-eating is linked to a range of serious illness
such as food-poisoning.
Video surveillance privacy: It is certainly not the case that
people monitor all security cameras closely 24/7. Most
surveillance tapes are rarely seen. Usually surveillance
cameras are only viewed if they have filmed a crime and
are viewed only to catch criminals, not to invade people’s
privacy or stalk people.” 7→ Surveillance cameras are not
closely monitored and are only usually viewed if a crime
has taken place.

The
US
should not
withdraw
before the
Iraqi government
is
sufficiently
secure

conclusion rating
rerank
for concl.
rerank
Iraqi
validity: Sunni
-, novelty:
Arabs
- -, issuemust be specificconvinced framethat
a relatedness:
legitimate
government
exists.
Withvalidity:
drawing
-,
from Iraq novelty:
would risk -, issuethe lives of specifictroops
framerelatedness:
Iraqis will validity: not accept - -, novUS with- elty:
drawal
-, issueuntil they specifichave
a framestrong
relatedness:
military.
++

Vegetarians
are not immune to
diseases of
animals

Vegetarians
are
vulnerable
to
food
poisoning.

validity: -,
novelty: -, framerelatedness:
-

Privacy
infringements are
rare with
surveillance
cameras

Surveillance
cameras
are rarely
viewed
to catch
criminals.

validity: - -, novelty: - -, issuespecificframerelatedness:
--

Table 5: Examples of generated conclusions in which the frame-insensitive conclusion reranking technique clearly
leads to better BERTscores (covering more parts of the reference conclusion) than the conclusion without reranking
but receiving worse scores in the manual evaluation. Each − reflects a dispreference to the conclusion-rerankingoutput, while each + represents a preference rating.

